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Today’s bill payer expects to make payments instantaneously using credit
or increasingly, debit cards. In just the last 10 years, the number of
payments via debit card has grown from 25 billion to almost 70 billion
while the annual value of those transactions has increased from just under
$1 trillion to $2.5 trillion. This trend has decreased traditional bill pay use
while reducing interchange fee generation, leaving financial institutions
(FIs) scrambling for a way to respond. Luckily for these FIs, a top-of-wallet
strategy can attract and retain bill payers choosing the FI’s cards for
digital payments, driving interchange revenue at a reduced cost.
Context

An FI offering (or planning to offer) credit and debit cards should define
a top-of-wallet strategy to meet account holders’ digital needs and pave
the way to more interchange revenue. This executive summary offers
insights and tips to help banks, credit unions, and other financial services
providers in this effort.
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Key Takeaways
Top-of-wallet strategies
The most successful and sustainable top-of-wallet
strategies revolve around an intimate knowledge
of card holders and what they care about. Specific
moments in a card holder’s financial journey can
help define a top-of-wallet strategy. These “card
crossroads” can serve as “card upgrade triggers.”
Strategically aligning marketing initiatives with card
upgrade triggers will allow an FI to captivate account
holders and establish a stronger digital channel with
more revenue opportunities. Triggers can include
key events such as effective incentive programs,
security and privacy concerns, a change to a new |
FI, or when a new card is issued.

Personalization with
targeted rewards
No matter the trigger, personalization with targeted
rewards is a must for an effective strategy. Blanketed
rewards programs like 1% cash back or reward miles
and exclusive, stylized metal cards are used today
to create “stickiness” with account holders. These

Uber credit to its platinum card and Capital One
offered their Quicksilver customers 50 percent off
their Spotify premium subscriptions. Square Cash,
a mobile payment service, applies its customer
understanding to offer “boosts” that customers can
literally drag onto their card within an app interface.
(A boost could be a 15-percent-off burrito at
Chipotle, for example.)

approaches are effective but over time can degrade

Acorns, a micro investing company, offers a round-

brand experiences and become cost prohibitive.

up program. For instance, if a person buys a cup of

Increasingly, transaction data is being analyzed
to understand spending patterns and offer even
more defined personalized experiences. With this
knowledge, personalization becomes a sustainable,
cost-effective strategy and presents opportunities to
forge partnerships with well-known brands.

coffee for $2.50, Acorns rounds it up to $3, takes the
difference, and puts it into an investment account
for the person. Among its other programs, Acorns
recently launched their Spend program, partnering
with over 200 brands. They’ll take a percentage of
transactions, up to 10 percent in some cases, and
put the money into the cardholder’s investment

Both established and newer financial services

account. These approaches are great ways to get

providers are increasingly using a highly personalized

people to start saving money and investing while

approach. American Express added a $200 per year

increasing card stickiness.
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Another new personalization approach is a more
personalized extension of the physical card featuring

Biller Direct

a favorite cartoon or sports team. When establishing

Failing to adapt to new bill payment models should

a debit card on Square’s app, a person’s electronic

be a concern to any financial services provider.

signature is laser-engraved on the card received in

Today’s customers and prospects want their bills to

the mail. Besides the personalization, the person can

coexist in a single location and to pay them with a

become a brand champion via word of mouth.

click or tap—at home, in the office, or on the go.

Privacy, control,
and transparency

They also want flexibility in the payment choices: this
means they want access to all payment methods,
including credit and debit cards. A model that also
informs account holders that they have received a

Privacy, control, and transparency will greatly help

new bill or when their balance changes mid-cycle will

a top-of-wallet strategy. MasterCard, for one, is

deepen their institutional allegiance.

using extensive card controls, including geofencing
to monitor where a card is being used. Financial
services providers also offer push notifications,
letting customers know that a specific transaction just
happened at a certain location and if suspect, act
on possible security concerns. Capital One’s mobile
strategy includes push notifications, and they have
received many positive reviews from customers. The
ability to easily lock and unlock a card is equally
important as customers gain a sense of control and
security and increase their loyalty to the card provider.

Equally important, the model should be able to
allow payment management to Amazon and other
online merchants. Q2’s Biller Direct can do this, as
well as handle subscription-based merchants like
iTunes, Netflix, Hulu, and others. Being top-ofwallet on Amazon payments or other digitally driven
companies can yield significant interchange revenue
on an annual basis and change the cost center model
associated with traditional bill pay to a less-cost
revenue generator.

Virtualized cards

Along with a solid top-of-wallet strategy focused

Privacy.com launched a program in which a person

meets today’s mobile lifestyle will further both

can create virtualized cards on top of a bank account

on the areas discussed, a bill payments model that
revenue and growth.

and improve card control and privacy. As an example,
a specific card for Spotify could be established with
a spending cap. If the card is no longer wanted, it
can be easily canceled. These types of cards produce
a feeling of greater control and transparency in an
account holder’s financial management.
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Along with a solid top-of-wallet
strategy focused on the areas
discussed, a bill payments model that
meets today’s mobile lifestyle will
further both revenue and growth.
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engine that translates social media streams into product
recommendations. After launch, this technology was
mentioned in Mashable as one of the top 10 gift apps, as well
as in The Wall Street Journal, PCWorld, and Wired Magazine.
After Imply Labs was acquired in 2013, Scott cofounded
Unbill, which became a revolutionary technology for users to
track and pay all their bills from a single mobile app. Shortly
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after announcing the Unbill API, the technology was acquired
by Q2. At Q2, Scott and his team continue to drive initiatives
with an emphasis on top-of-wallet strategy, including
CardSwap and Biller Direct.

For more information on Q2, go to Q2ebanking.com or call (833) 444-3469.
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